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Abstract
In vehicle dynamics, tires are one of the most important factors that govern the behavior of a
moving vehicle. They are the only link between the vehicle chassis and the road and have to
transmit vertical, longitudinal and lateral forces. In order to be able to describe a vehicle’s
movement properly, it is necessary to understand the tires’ characteristics and their effect on
certain driving situations.
While empirical data gained from on‐the‐road driving experiments with real tires is
obviously the most accurate (given that conditions are similar to the desired simulation), there are
reasons to choose dynamical simulations instead. Since product cycles and development times are
continuously reduced due to competition and progress of technology, building physical prototypes
in an early stage of development is time‐consuming and very expensive. Furthermore, if the design
is changed, the prototype has to be updated again and again. Clearly, with larger machinery like
construction vehicles, this becomes time and cost prohibitive. Thus tending towards simulations in
early development stages can be highly beneficial to the final design.
Tires are very complex products and not trivial to describe. Their characteristics are
influenced by several factors like design of the tire itself (e.g. material, tread pattern, carcass
stiffness), air pressure inside the tire and texture of the road surface, to name a few.
Several modeling approaches have been developed to describe the physics of tires so that
they can be analyzed and evaluated mathematically. In the first part of this work, a combination of
the steady‐state Magic Formula approach (described in [1], [2] and [3]) and the Single Contact Point
transient tire model [3] is used to implement a tire model that can handle tranisent driving
situations into the multibody dynamics engine Chrono::Engine [4]. For validation and experimental
purposes, the tire model is then integrated with a vehicle model and different driving situations are
analyzed. The second part of this research introduces a beam element type physical model that
permits interaction with flexible terrain for off‐road applications.
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1 Inttroductio
on
B
Before we co
onsider the iimplementation of the M
Magic Formu
ula tire modeel into
Chrono::Engine, we need to cover the basic ideas of tiree dynamics aand tire mod
deling (in paarticular
the Magiic Formula m
model and th
he single con
ntact point transient
t
mo
odel).

1.1 Tiire Dynam
mics
T
The most im
mportant facttors in tire d
dynamics aree tire forces and torquess, slip and tu
urn spin.
These qu
uantities allo
ow us to desscribe the ch
haracteristiccs of a tire in
n all driving situations.
s

1.1.1 T
Tire Forces and Torq
ques
T
The coordinaate frame an
nd sign convvention used
d in this work is adopted
d from Pacejka [3].
This is fo
or practical rreasons, since the tire models
m
proposed in [3] aalso use thiss as a referen
nce. It is an
adapted version of the
t SAE stan
ndard coordiinate frame (SAE J670e 1976) and iss shown in F
Fig. 1.1.

Fig. 1
1.1: Sign convvention and tiire reference frame [3]
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In this reference frame,


is the speed of travel of the wheel center.



is the side slip angle (the angle between the xz‐plane and ).



is the camber angle (the angle between the xz‐plane and the mean wheel plane).



is the yaw rate or turn slip velocity.



is the longitudinal force acting along the x‐axis (

0 for acceleration,

0 for

braking).


is the lateral or side force. It is applied at a point in a distance behind the center
of the contact zone of tire and road [5].



is the load or normal force.



is the self‐aligning torque. It is caused by the non‐central application of
forces the mean plane of the wheel towards the direction of .

can be calculated

∗ , where t is the pneumatic trail [5].

as

In general,

and

,

and

are functions of longitudinal slip , load

, side slip angle

and

camber angle [3].

1.1.2 Longitudinal and Lateral Slip
Unless the wheel is rolling freely (with no driving or braking torque applied and

0),

longitudinal and lateral slip quantities have to be considered. More specific, a tire needs slip (due to
elastic deformations or sliding) to transmit forces [6].
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In general, when a torque is applied to the wheel, we have to distinguish the actual forward
speed of the tire over the road surface (x‐ component of the speed of travel:

) and the velocity

that is classified by the tire’s angular velocity Ω and its effective rolling radius

Vx 0  Ω re

(1.1)

To quantify the difference of

 

and

, longitudinal slip

is defined as [3]:

Vx  Vx 0
V  Ω re
 x
Vx
Vx

This results in negative

for acceleration (positive longitudinal

).

By the same token, lateral or side slip

tan   

(1.2)

for braking and positive

slip means positive longitudinal force

and the forward velocity

[3]:

is calculated from the ratio of the lateral velocity

of the wheel:

Vy

(1.3)

Vx

Again, positive side slip

means positive side force

. The slip angle

denotes the angle

between the travelling direction and the rolling direction of the tire.

1.1.3 Turn Spin
The yaw velocity (or turn slip velocity) Ψ displayed in Fig. 1.2 denotes the angular velocity of
the wheel about the normal to the road [7].
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Fig. 1.2
2: Rotational sslip resulting from path cu
urvature and
wheel cambeer [3]

IIn this conteext, spin slip

(the comp
ponent

of the absolute speed off rotation veector )

can be described as a function o
of yaw rate aand camber angle:
a



where

∗

z
*
cx

V



   sin 
Vcx*

is the forw
ward runnin
ng speed of tthe imaginarry point

axle and
d located at distance
d
T
Turn slip

(1.4)

,

∗

that is perpeendicular to tthe wheel

frrom the wheeel center beelow road leevel [3].

(that is, spin
n only due to
o path curvaature, not wh
heel camberr

t  


*
cx

V



1
R

) is defineed as:

(1.5)
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1.2 Tiire Modelling
M
Most generaal, a tire can be
b modeled as a nonlineear system w
with multiple inputs (slip
quantitiees, angles an
nd load forcee) and outpu
uts (longitud
dinal and latteral forces aand tire mom
ments), as
shown in
n Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3
3: The tire as a nonlinear ffunction with multiple inputs and outpu
uts (steady‐
state) [8]

T
To describe tthe “black box” between
n inputs and
d outputs forr steady‐statte and non steady‐
state con
nditions, sev
veral approaaches have b
been suggestted, includin
ng Pacejka’s so‐called M
Magic
Formula
a Tire Model.

1.2.1 T
The Magic Formula Tire
T
Modell
O
Of the many different tirre models th
hat are availaable today, the
t Magic Fo
ormula Tire Model
proposed in [1], [2] and [3] is on
ne of the mo
ost advanced
d and has prroven to be vvery accuratte when
compareed to experim
mental data. The approaach of the m
model is semii‐empirical, m
meaning thaat the
formulass aren’t deriived from a p
physical bacckground thaat models th
he tire’s stru
ucture but raather are

6
mathematical approximations of curves that were recorded in experiments. For this purpose,
scaling factors have to be obtained from measurements.

The general form of the Magic Formula is [3]:

y  D sin[C arctan{Bx  E  Bx  arctan( Bx ) }]

,

(1.6)

where y represents a tire force or torque and x is the slip quantity this force or torque depends on
(i.e. longitudinal or lateral slip). B,C,D,E are factors to define the curve’s shape in order to get an
appearance similar to the recorded curve. Specifically,
B

is a stiffness factor

C

is a shape factor

D

is the peak value

E

is a curvature factor

arctan

is the slope of the curve at the origin.

Each of these factors has to be approximated from measured data from experiments for the
respective tire and environment. It is also possible to apply an offset in x and y with respect to the
origin to this general formula. An offset can arise due to ply‐steer and conicity effects as well as
wheel camber [3]. The shift in x and y can be performed by using the modified coordinates

Y  X   y  x   SV

with

being the vertical shift and

x  X  SH

with

being the horizontal shift.
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F
Fig. 1.4 show
ws an interprretation of tthe factors used in the geeneral form of the Magicc Formula.

Fig. 1.4: Magic Formu
ula factors [9]]

A
As input variiable

we ccan use tan

( being th
he lateral slip
p angle) or κ (longitudin
nal slip) –

those paarameters also depend o
on vertical lo
oad
describeed by the forrmula might be

and caamber anglee . The outp
put variable

(longiitudinal forcce),

(side fforce) or

(self alignin
ng

torque), depending on the probllem.
A
As an examp
ple, the side fforce

can
n be describ
bed as [3]:

Fyo  Dy sin[C y arctan{B y y  E y ( By y  arctan( B y y ))}]  SVVy ,
where

(1.7)

is the slip angle. The full
f set of facctors involveed can be fou
und in Appendix A.1.
T
To display th
he agreemen
nt of the Maggic Formula approach an
nd experimeental data, Fig.
F 1.5

shows cu
urves obtain
ned from meeasurementss compared to Magic Forrmula comp
puted resultss.
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Fig. 1.5: Side force characteristiccs of a 315/80 R22.5 truck
k tire for vary
ying normal
loadss. Comparison
n of Magic Fo
ormula compu
uted results w
with measured data [3]

H
However, the Magic Form
mula model itself is limiited to (quassi) steady‐sttate conditio
ons only,
e.g. puree cornering o
or braking or a combinaation of thosee two [2], an
nd is therefo
ore not sufficcient to
describee the non‐lin
near, non steeady‐state drriving situattions that aree of interestt in this work
k. Also,
the Magiic Formula is incapable of describin
ng thermal efffects, tire w
wear and durrability, tire
imperfecctions, off‐ro
oad usage off the tire (inccluding interaction with
h flexible terrrain, cf. chap
pter 3) as
well as d
dealing with non‐flat roaad condition
ns (short wavvelengths).
T
To describe non‐linear, non
n steady‐state drivingg situations,, a second ap
pproach has to be
considerred in additiion.

1.2.2 T
The Single
e Contact Point Transsient Tire Model
M
U
Unlike the M
Magic Formula Tire Modeel alone, thee semi‐non‐liinear Single Contact Poiint
transien
nt tire modell presented iin [3] is capaable of descrribing non‐linear, non stteady‐state driving

9
situation
ns when com
mbined with the steady‐state Magic Formula equations. How
wever, as sh
hown in
[10], thee model is lim
mited to low
w slippages (excluding
(
e.g. ABS brak
king).
T
The basic ideea of the mo
odel is to con
ncentrate thee interaction
n of road and
d tire in a single
contact p
point

thatt is connecteed to the wh
heel rim with
h longitudinaal and lateraal springs. Th
hese

springs (representin
(
ng the flexibility of the ccarcass) allow
w the contacct point to sllip with resp
pect to
ground iin both longitudinal and
d lateral direection. Thus the slip of th
he contact point
p
relativee to
ground ggenerates lo
ongitudinal and
a side forcce as well as self‐alignin
ng torque. Lo
ongitudinal aand lateral
slip dataa can then bee put into the steady‐staate Magic Formula modeel described in 1.2.1 to calculate
c
current ttransient forrce and torq
que variation
ns [3].

Fig. 1.6: Single Con
ntact Point Tire Model (top
p view) [3]

F
Figure 1.6 sh
hows the settup of the model from th
he top view. The carcasss springs aree deflected
by

and
d

due to th
he different vvelocities of slip point and single contact
c
poin
nt ′ (wheel sslip speed

and co
ontact patch
h speed ′ rrespectivelyy).
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Fig. 1.7: Effective rollin
ng radius and definition off slip point S [7]

T
To describe tthe motion of
o ′ the slip
p point is in
ntroduced as a reference (Fig. 1.7). This
imaginarry point is attached to th
he wheel rim
m perpendiccular to the w
wheel centerr, where thee distance
is the efffective rollin
ng radius

tthat has beeen defined in
n (1.1).

O
Obviously, th
he slip pointt moves relaative to the w
wheel axis when
w
the wheeel is not rollling
freely, i.ee. slip is not equal to zerro. When thee wheel is brraked, for exxample,
direction
n with the lo
ongitudinal sslip velocity

mo
oves in a forrward

. By the same token,, a lateral sliip velocity

arises

when moves
m
sidew
ways [7].
IIn the follow
wing, the equ
uations for th
he Single Contact Point transient
t
tirre model aree
displayeed. They havve been derivved in [3].

T
The change o
of longitudin
nal and laterral deflection
ns

and

o
over time is rrelated to th
he x and y

components of the vvelocities of S and S ' , reespectively, as follows:

du
 (Vsx  V ' sxs )
dt

(1.8)

dv
 (Vsy  V ' sys )
dt

(1.9)
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After several conversions, we obtain the following differential equation that describes the
lateral deflection due to side slip

:

dv
1

Vx v  Vx   Vsy
dt  
where

,

is the relaxation length for side slip

lateral tire stiffness at road level) and

(1.10)

/

(

is the cornering stiffness,

is the

/| | .

is the wheel slip angle

Similarly, we obtain the differential equation that describes the longitudinal deflection :

du 1
Vx u  Vx   Vsx

dt  
where

/

,

(1.11)

is the relaxation length for longitudinal slip (with

tire stiffness at road level and

being the longitudinal

being the longitudinal slip stiffness), and

/| | is the

longitudinal wheel slip ratio.

If the wheel is tilted so that the camber angle

0 , an additional side force applies. This is

partly because of wheel path curvature, but also because of the transient side slip angle
developed immediately and causes additional carcass deflection

that is

.

The differential equation for this case is:

dv
dt
where



1



Vx v 

CF
C F

| Vx |  (with side slip kept equal to zero) ,

is the camber stiffness for side force.

(1.12)
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By the same token, regarding total spin

(that is, including turn slip and camber) yields the

following differential equation:

dv
dt
where



1



Vx v 

C F
C F

| Vx | 

,

(1.13)

is the spin stiffness for side force and total spin



1
{  1      sin  }
Vx

is defined as (

is a reduction factor):

.

(1.14)

Using these equations, we are now able to calculate the transient slip quantities
for the tire. First, the contact point deflections

and

, ′ and ′

are obtained by solving the initial value

problem defined by the differential equations (1.10), (1.11), (1.12) and
velocities and tire stiffnesses as input. In a second step,

(1.13) and using

, ′ and ′ can be computed using the

following equations:

'
'

 '

v

(1.15)

u

(1.16)



CF v
CF   

(1.17)

With the transient model equations introduced above, it is now possible to calculate first the
transient slip quantities and then, using the Magic Formula equations shown in appendix A.1,
transient force and moment variations at the contact patch. This procedure is shown in Fig. 1.8.
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u, v

 ',  ',  '

Fig. 1.8: Procedure to calculate force and moment
variations at the contact patch
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2 Implementation of the Magic Formula Tire Model
This research aims for an implementation of the Magic Formula tire model into the
multibody dynamics engine Chrono::Engine [4]. However, for debugging and testing purposes, the
transient tire model and the Magic Formula steady‐state model are implemented in MATLAB first.
This makes it easier to optimize the structure of the code while at the same time the translation to
C++ (the language in which Chrono::Engine is written) is of reasonable effort. Also, MATLAB offers
fairly good visualization to evaluate measured data.

2.1 MATLAB implementation
The flow of the forces and moments calculation process performed at each time step is
shown in Fig. 2.1. Special attention was paid to a clear, easy to understand modular structure. This is
especially important because of the complexity of the Magic Formula model with the several
subroutines and the large amount of parameters used to characterize the tire.
The vehicle model provides velocities (such as | | , the longitudinal velocity of the wheel
center), wheel speed of revolution  , side slip angle , camber angle and turn slip velocity Ψ. For
code testing without need for an actual vehicle model, those quantities are assumed to be given at
each time step when different testing maneuvers are examined.
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Tire property file
(.tire)

MF parameters
for tire of interest

Time loop
Vehicle model

Velocities,


,  ,  , 

Transient tire model
- Solve ODEs -

Transient tire forces
and moments

Fx , Fy , Fz , M x , M y , M z

Transient slip quantities

 ',  ',  ', '

Velocities
MF parameters

Magic Formula
steady-state model

Fig. 2.1: Flowchart showing the connection of the transient model and the Magic
Formula model in the MATLAB implementation

2.1.1 Tire property file (*.tire)
To use available tire data specified for the commercial multibody dynamics simulation
software MSC ADAMS, it would be appreciated to use ADAMS’ *.tir tire data files to input tire data.
However, there are some compatibility issues between the 2006 version of the Magic Formula used
in this work and the 2002 version used in ADAMS. For this reason, a new yet similar tire property
file (*.tire) is introduced. This file contains all the information to fully characterize a specific tire
under specific environmental conditions using the Magic Formula coefficients. As mentioned before,
the coefficients can be obtained through parameter fitting of measurement data (usually carried out
by the tire supplier).
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2.1.2 Transient tire model
Since solving the differential equations of the transient single contact point model requires
initial values for deflections

and , initially starting from standstill (where

0) is

suggested. In the following time steps, the deflections from the previous time step are used as initial
values. The initial value problems are solved numerically using a 4th order Runge‐Kutta method.
Special handling for very low velocities | |

has been implemented to avoid high

deflections that are beyond what is physically possible and introduce some artificial damping to
reduce oscillations that would otherwise be undamped [3].

2.1.3 Magic Formula steady‐state model
In the MATLAB implementation, the transient model subroutine calls the Magic Formula
subroutine, using the transient slip quantities as well as velocities and Magic Formula parameters as
input. The Magic Formula subroutine itself consists of subroutines for calculation of each force and
moment of interest. At first, longitudinal force, lateral force and self‐aligning moment are calculated
for pure longitudinal and side slip conditions, respectively. These quantities are then used to
calculate the actual forces and moments due to combined longitudinal and side slip. A detailed
structure of subroutines and parameters involved is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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transientMF.m
tireData
readTIRE.m

205_60_R15_91V_2-2bar.tire

alphaPrime
gammaPrime
kappaPrime
phiPrime
phi_t
tireData
V_c
V_s

getRelaxationLengths.m

magicFormula.m
normalLoad.m
F_z

no

can turn slip
phi_t
be neglected?

turnSlip.m

yes
zeta_i = 1
(i = 0,…,8)

zeta_i ≠ 1

longitudinalForcePure.m

lateralForcePure.m

aligningTorquePure.m

F_x0

F_y0

M_z0

longitudinalForceCombined.m

lateralForceCombined.m

aligningTorqueCombined.m

F_x

F_y

rollingResistanceMoment.m

overturningCouple.m

Fig. 2.2: Subroutines used in the MATLAB implementation of the transient model and
the Magic Formula.
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2.1.4 M
Model veriification
A set of testing scenarios, A and B, h
have been caarried out to verify the im
mplemented
d models
and to id
dentify theirr limits. The tire type useed here is 20
05/60 R15 91V.
9

IIn scenario A,
A a purely lo
ongitudinal m
maneuver iss examined where
w
the vehicle is assumed to
acceleraate and brakee in a straigh
ht line (cf. Fiig. 2.3).

Fig. 2.3: Velociity profiles for testing scen
nario A

IIn this scenaario, after staarting from sstandstill, th
he vehicle acccelerates co
onstantly un
ntil it
reaches a velocity off about

13.3

at t = 9s. Due to
o increasing longitudinall slip, the veelocity

dius
resultingg from wheeel speed of reevolution Ω and effectivve rolling rad
The longgitudinal slip
p velocity

is the diffeerence of tho
ose velocities:

is higgher (about 14.6
1
Ω .

).
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W
While mainttaining a velo
ocity of 13.3
3

, the cluttch is disenggaged at t = 1
11s, so that tthe wheel

is then rolling freelyy. At t = 14s, braking beggins. The slip
p velocity

becomes p
positive and increases

as brakee slip increasses. Finally, aat t = 18s, th
he wheel is lo
ocked and th
he vehicle co
omes to a standstill at
t = 19.9ss.

Fiig. 2.4: Transiient slip quan
ntities for scen
nario A

F
Figure 2.4 sh
hows the traansient slip q
quantities fo
or scenario A found thro
ough the tran
nsient
model in
n conjunction with the M
Magic Formu
ula model. Ass expected, positive
p
longgitudinal slip
p ′ is
built up when starting from stan
ndstill. At freee rolling, ′ drops to zeero. When th
he wheel is b
braked,
brake sliip is develop
ped (negativve ′ ) and reaaches

1 as the wh
heel is lockeed.

T
The resultingg longitudin
nal force as w
well as rollin
ng resistancee moment ap
pplied to thee wheel in
this man
neuver are sh
hown in Fig. 2.6. A posittive longitud
dinal force iss applied forr acceleratio
on, for
braking the force turrns negativee. As it can be
b seen in the figure, a m
maximum braaking force
applied ffor

0..15.

is
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Fig. 2.5: Longitudinal force for scenario A
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Fig. 2.6: Rolling resistance moment for scenario A
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Scenario B d
describes a llateral lane cchange maneuver. The vvehicle is acccelerated fro
om
standstilll to a constaant longitud
dinal speed o
of 10

and tthen perform
ms a turn to the left, folllowed by a

turn to the
t right. Figg. 2.7 shows the imposed
d side slip an
ngle

and laateral slip veelocity

.

Fig. 2.7: Side
S
slip anglle and lateral slip velocity ffor scenario B

T
The resultingg transient sslip quantities are show
wn in Fig. 2.8. Longitudin
nal slip ′ atttains a
constantt value of 0.0
05 for constaant speed off travel, whille transient lateral slip ′ is negative for
cornerin
ng to the leftt and positiv
ve for cornerring to the riight. This coiincides with
h the sign convention
in Fig. 1..1.
IIn this corneering maneu
uver, lateral forces
f
are off more interest than longitudinal forrces.
However, lateral and
d longitudin
nal forces depend on eacch other, as d
described in
n a simplified
d way by
Kamm’s Circle [11]. Briefly, a latteral force aacting on thee tire reducees the maxim
mum longitudinal force
that can be applied aand vice verrsa. This relaationship can
n be verified
d in the plotss of the longgitudinal
and laterral forces for scenario B shown in Fig.
F 2.9 and F
Fig. 2.10.
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Fiig. 2.8: Transiient slip quan
ntities for scen
nario B

Fig. 2.9: Lon
ngitudinal forrce for scenarrio B
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Fig. 2.10: Lateral force for scenario B

As a conclusion from the verification scenarios, the results obtained through the Magic
Formula MATLAB implementation are plausible and match what would be expected as behavior of
the physical tire in the respective driving maneuvers. The model is therefore ready to be translated
to C++ in order to use it in Chrono::Engine and integrate it with a vehicle model.
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2.2 Chrono::Engine implementation
After successful verification using the MATLAB model, the next step is to switch from
MATLAB to C++ and the multibody dynamics software Chrono::Engine.

2.2.1 The multibody dynamics simulation engine Chrono::Engine
Chrono::Engine is middleware, that is ready‐to‐use C++ libraries with multibody simulation
methods that can be used for high‐performance dynamics, kinematics and statics simulations [12].
Complex rigid body mechanisms can be modeled using a large set of pre‐defined routines, joints and
constraints, motors and actuators. The Chrono::Engine middleware also includes modules for linear
algebra, advanced numerical methods and methods for collision detection.
The architecture is based on C++ header files along with pre‐compiled code in static and/or
dynamic libraries (.dll) and is structured in classes. Visualization of the simulation is made possible
through the open source 3D graphics engine Irrlicht. Its efficiency and speed make Chrono::Engine
suitable for real‐time simulations; very large problems can be solved by leveraging GPU parallel
computing and NVIDIA CUDA technology. Chrono::Engine is developed by Professor Alessandro
Tasora [4] at the University of Parma, Italy, and is widely used for multibody dynamics simulations
in the Simulation‐Based Engineering Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin‐Madison.

2.2.2 Translation of the MATLAB implementation to C++
In order to implement the Magic Formula tire model into Chrono::Engine, a translation of the
existing MATLAB code to C++ needs to be performed. While the basic structure of the code as well
as the tire property file is the same as in the MATLAB implementation (cf. Fig. 2.2), some
optimizations of details have been carried out, e.g. reorganization of the nearly 300 variables in
structures for improved clarity and data exchange and introduction of a class “PacejkaTire” for
easier inclusion and better interchangeability of the tire model. In addition, the code was modified
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to allow for interacttion between
n the tire and
d the vehiclee model (obtaining vehiicle data and
d applying
calculateed forces to the tires).

2.2.3 V
Vehicle and tire mod
del used in
n Chrono::E
Engine
T
The vehicle m
model that is used in Ch
hrono::Engin
ne is a ratherr simple onee, basically containing
spring‐d
damper wheel suspensio
on using masssless rods, rear wheel d
drive with a differential and a
simplifieed linear enggine model. A
All bodies arre assumed to be rigid, have
h
constant mass and
d moments
of inertiaa and are co
onnected using revolute joints, spherical joints aand distancee constraintss. In the
demo prrovided, the user can con
ntrol throttlle, steering and
a spring‐d
damper charracteristics in a
graphicaal user interfface (GUI). A 3D visualizzation of thee vehicle is shown in Figg. 2.11.

Fig. 2.1
11: Visualizattion of the veh
hicle model u
used in Chron
no::Engine as specified in
demo_suspension.cp
pp (modified)
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The geometry of the vehicle as well as the transmission and engine setup and the suspension
system are defined in the “MySimpleCar” class. This makes it easier to manage data flow such as
calculation and application of the wheel torque. The simple tire model used in this model is friction‐
based, so time evolution of the vehicle is calculated by solving the contact problem between rigid
bodies (tires and ground) at given friction coefficients and wheel torque.
The wheel torque is computed at every time step of the simulation using information such as
throttle (user input), wheel speed, final drive ratio and gear ratio. The torque curve of the engine is
assumed to be linear to keep the model simple.

2.2.4 The Standard Tyre Interface (STI)
In 1997, the so‐called Standard Tyre Interface (STI) was introduced by the international
TYDEX workshop as a standard FORTRAN‐77 interface between vehicle, tire and road model [8].
The use of a standardized interface makes it possible to switch between different tire models
without the need to modify the vehicle or road models [13]. STI features an exchange of all the
necessary information to connect road, tire and vehicle model (cf. Fig. 2.12) and also defines
coordinate systems and physical units (SI). The TYDEX workshop also defined the TYDEX file format
to standardize storage of tire data obtained from experimental measurements.
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Fig. 2.12: SSchematic vieew of the STI [8]

T
The followin
ng informatio
on is transfeerred between the multiibody system
m (MBS) solvver and
the tire m
model when
n using STI [8
8]:
1
1) Current simulation ttime
2
2) Kinemattic information on motio
on of the wheel center
nd torques aapplied to th
3
3) Forces an
he wheel cen
nter
4
4) State varriables, statee derivativess and initial conditions
5
5) Signals fo
for post‐proccessing
6
6) Tire speccific parameeters and nam
me of the tirre property ffile
7
7) Work arrray to store internal com
mputation reesults of thee tire model
F
Furthermoree, road inforrmation (likee altitude aand its derivvatives) can be exchangeed
between
n road, tire aand vehicle model
m
using STI. Howev
ver, in this simplified imp
plementatio
on
approach the road iss assumed to
o be planar. The full desscription of vvariables an
nd arrays useed in STI
can be fo
ound in [14]].
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2.2.5 Organization of the Magic Formula tire model in Chrono::Engine
Inside Chrono::Engine, the Magic Formula tire model is organized as a class, “PacejkaTire”,
which includes all the necessary subroutines, structures and variables that are needed to define the
tire properties, the Standard Tyre Interface and the connection to the vehicle model, in this simple
case the demo vehicle “MySimpleCar”. Two files describe the model: “pacejka_definitions.h”, a
header file that contains class definition and file includes, and “pacejka_functions.cpp”, which
incorporates the actual subroutines used by the “PacejkaTire “ class. Upon executing the main
function of the simulation, four tire objects are being initialized, each with an independent Magic
Formula model (which also allows for different .tire property files for each tire) and a unique tire ID.
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2.2.6 Obtaining real‐time vehicle data
A highly accurate tire model makes it imperative to use real‐time data from the vehicle
model. For this purpose, the getVehicleData() subroutine uses vectors and transformation
matrices provided by the Chrono::Engine environment to calculate vehicle and tire information such
as wheel speed of revolution  or side slip angle  , which is the angle between the z‐axis of the
wheel spindle and its absolute velocity Vspindle  Vwheel  Vx . Calculation of these quantities takes
place at every integration step of the dynamics solver and is performed separately for each tire.

Vchassis




 wheel



zspindle
Vwheel

vehic
le pa
th

whee
l path

Fig. 2.13: Vectors used to describe the movement of the vehicle

To avoid singularities which could have negative impact on the quality of slip data and force
calculations of the tire model, special steps are taken for critical situations, e.g. when a wheel is at a
standstill and therefore Vspindle  0 , which would result in unrealistic, arbitrary slip angles  and
potentially disturb the simulation.
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As an example of interaction of vehicle model and tire model, a code snippet of the
getVehicleData() subroutine is shown in Fig. 2.14. In this section of the code, the wheel angular
velocity  and spindle velocity are used to calculate longitudinal velocity Vwheel  Vx of the wheel,
which is an elementary input to the Magic Formula.

switch ( stiParameters .IDTYRE ){
case 1 : {
// left front tire (tireID 1)
// wheel position in global RF -----------------------------------------------------------stiParameters .DIS[1] = mWheelLF ‐>get_ptr ()‐>GetPos().x;
stiParameters .DIS[2] = mWheelLF ‐>get_ptr ()‐>GetPos().y;
stiParameters .DIS[3] = mWheelLF ‐>get_ptr ()‐>GetPos().z;
// wheel rotation in local RF -------------------------------------------------------------ChVector <> wheelRotationLRF = mWheelLF ‐>get _ptr ()‐>GetWvel _loc ();
stiParameters .OMEGAR
= ‐wheelRotationLRF .y;
if (stiParameters . OMEGAR > 0){
vehicleData . travelDirection = 1.0;
}
else {
vehicleData . travelDirection = ‐ 1.0;
}
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// transform spindle orientation to global reference frame
ChMatrix 33<> *spindleMatA
= mSpindleLF ‐>get_ptr()‐>GetA ();
ChVector <> spindleOrientation
= spindleMatA ‐>Matr_x_Vect(VECT _Z);
ChVector <> spindleVelocity

= mSpindleLF ‐>get_ptr()‐>GetPos _dt();

// calculate V _x ------------------------------------------------------------------------------vehicleData . V_x = vehicleData .travelDirection *sqrt(spindleVelocity .x *
spindleVelocity .x + spindleVelocity .z * spindleVelocity .z);

Fig. 2.14: Code snippet of the getVehicleData() subroutine

Following the same structure as in the MATLAB implementation, the vehicle data can then
be used to determine forces Fx , Fy , Fz and moments M x , M y , M z using computeForces() (called
transientMF.m in the MATLAB code of Fig. 2.2) and its subroutines.
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2.2.7 Application of the forces and moments to the vehicle model
In order to apply the tire forces and moments to the vehicle, a new reference frame is
attached to the contact patch of each tire. The primary purpose of this tire reference frame is to
transform the forces and moments obtained through the Magic Formula subroutines (and expressed
in the local tire reference frame) to the global reference frame using the transformation matrix A .
Thus the forces and moments can easily be applied to the wheel objects in global coordinates using
Chrono::Engine’s Accumulate_force() function.
The vertical force of the Chrono::Engine implementation is modeled as a spring force,
linearly depending on the deflection of the tire. Therefore, the collision contact between wheels and
ground has been deactivated to allow the tires (rigid bodies in this model) to sink into the ground,
simulating the tires’ deflection under load. In this way, the vehicle is floating in an equilibrium of
normal load (static and dynamic) and normal forces produced by the tires.
The vertical force in the Magic Formula model can be obtained using

Fz  pz1

F 'z 0
 z Cz
R0

and

 z  max((r0  rl ) cos( )  rc (1  cos( )), 0) ,

(2.1)

(2.2)

where rl is the loaded tire radius, r0 is the unloaded tire radius and rc is the radius of the
approximately circular tire contour [3]. The other parameters are specific for the respective tire.
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2.2.8 R
Results and conclusiions
IIn a longitud
dinal accelerration of the vehicle follo
owed by a laane change maneuver
m
similar to
the one examined
e
in
n 2.1.4, the fo
ollowing datta were reco
orded (Fig. 2
2.15 ‐ Fig. 2.1
18):

Fig. 2
2.15: Longitu
udinal velocitiies for the left
ft rear tire
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Fig. 2.16: Lon
ngitudinal slip
p and longitu
udinal force fo
or the left rear tire
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Fig. 2.17: Side slip angle and lateral slip velocity for the left front tire
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As it can be seen in Fig. 2.15 and Fig. 2.16, the longitudinal acceleration of the rear‐wheel
driven vehicle causes longitudinal slip (due to the difference between Vx and   Re ) and therefore
a longitudinal force, Fx . The peaks in   Re and Vsx are caused by wheel spin during acceleration.
The actual lane change is best examined for the steered front tires (Fig. 2.17 ‐ Fig. 2.18). In
Fig. 2.17, the side slip angle  and lateral slip velocity Vsy are shown for the left front tire. The
corresponding transient slip angle  ' and the lateral force Fy are shown in Fig. 2.18.
In Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.18, it can be seen that especially the calculated longitudinal forces on
the driven wheels, but also the lateral forces are subject to heavy oscillations. This could be for
several reasons, like noise and a lack of damping in the input parameters. However, as mentioned in
1.2.2, the simple contact point model used to calculate transient slip quantities is limited to low
slippages. To avoid such problems, switching to a more advanced, but also more complex and
computationally more expensive transient model to produce input data for the Magic Formula
model might be considered.
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3 Beam tire model for interaction with deformable terrain
The semi‐empirical Pacejka Magic Formula tire model described in the previous chapters is
very accurate on rigid terrain and powerful for real‐time applications. It is, however, also reliant on
preceding precise measurements of the respective tire. Further practical issues of the Magic
Formula tire model in daily work have been described in [15]. Also, it the model is not capable of
interacting with deformable, undulated terrain such as soil, sand or snow. For off‐road vehicle
applications this interaction is an important factor that has to be considered and the tire model
should be able to handle. Allowing for deformable terrain also takes into account the rolling
resistance due to elastic hysteresis of the ground and bulldozing resistance when ground material is
pushed in front of the contact patch of the tire [5]. Therefore in this chapter a physics‐based tire
model using a beam‐based approach is suggested.

3.1 Tire tread model
In this model, the tire tread is represented by a set of massless thin beams with equivalent
spring stiffnesses kaxial  AE / L (axial) and klateral  3EI / L3 (lateral) [16]. The radial beams are
connected to the wheel rim at one side and are linked up to each other at the other side with short
connecting beams to form a net, simulating the tire tread (Fig. 3.1). This configuration, also
considering friction between the beam tip points (further referred to as “elements”) and ground,
allows for longitudinal as well as lateral flexibility and therefore slip in x and y directions to induce
longitudinal and lateral forces in the contact patch. It is important to note that the tire is not treated
as a dynamic system with masses and equations of motion associated with it, but as a force element.
This is justified by the observation that, when connected to a vehicle model, not the forces inside the
tire are of interest, but the forces that are applied to the wheel hub. Consequently, it is assumed to
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be sufficient to obtain the equations of motion for the wheel, thereby considering the forces created
by the deflection of the beams.



r
z

Fig. 3.1: Beam element setup for the tire tread: a net of beams connected to the rim

For simplicity and to limit computational cost of the simulation, bending and torsional
moments in the beams are being neglected and small displacements and rotations are assumed.
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3.2 Forces in the tire tread and contact patch
Since the contact patch is modeled as a collection of beams oriented in longitudinal, lateral
and radial direction, numerous forces between the beams have to be considered. These forces are a
result of the relative displacement of the elements with respect to each other as well as the wheel
rim due to load on the tire and interaction with ground (friction, normal force). A side view of the
tire with forces in  and r direction is shown in Fig. 3.2.

ri , j  2
ri , j 1

ri , j

ri , j 1

Fri , j

F

i, j

F

i, j

Fig. 3.2: Circumferential and radial forces at element (i,j)

The radial forces Fr represent the tire carcass stiffness and the air pressure inside the tire
and cause deformation of the terrain under the contact patch if the ground is not rigid. A top view
schematic of five elements of the tire tread and the corresponding forces is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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i, j

Fz 2
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i  1, j

F 2

i, j  1
Fig. 3.3: Set of forces acting on one element (i,j)

The forces acting on an element i, j and resulting from the relative deflection of the beams
to each other as well as the radial deflection with respect to the unloaded tire radius can be
calculated as follows (cf. Fig. 3.3):
I.


Forces in  direction:
Force F ,1 due to longitudinal deflection of beam 1:

F ,1  k ,axial  ri , j ( i , j 1   i , j   ref )



(3.1)

Force F ,2 due to lateral deflection of beam 2:

F ,2  k z ,lateral  ri , j ( i 1, j   i , j )

(3.2)
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Force F ,3 due to lateral deflection of beam 3:

F ,3  k z ,lateral  ri , j ( i 1, j   i , j )



Force F ,4 due to longitudinal deflection of beam 4:

F ,4   k , axial  ri , j ( i , j   i , j 1   ref )



(3.3)

(3.4)

Force F ,5 due to lateral deflection of the radial beam:

F ,5  kr ,lateral ( i , j  ri , j   0i , j  r0 )

(3.5)

The sum of forces in the  direction for one element i, j is therefore:

F   F ,i k ,axial  ri , j ( i , j 1   i , j   ref )  k z ,lateral  ri , j ( i 1, j   i , j )
i

 k z ,lateral  ri , j ( i 1, j   i , j )  k ,axial  ri , j ( i , j   i , j 1   ref )

(3.6)

 kr ,lateral ( i , j  ri , j   0i , j  r0 )
II.


Forces in z direction:
Force Fz ,1 due to lateral deflection of beam 1:

Fz ,1  k ,lateral ( zi , j 1  zi , j )


(3.7)

Force Fz ,2 due to longitudinal deflection of beam 2:

Fz ,2   k z , axial ( zi , j  zi 1, j  zref )

(3.8)
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Force Fz ,3 due to longitudinal deflection of beam 3:

Fz ,3  k z ,axial ( zi 1, j  zi , j  zref )


Force Fz ,4 due to lateral deflection of beam 4:

Fz ,4  k ,lateral ( zi , j 1  zi , j )


(3.9)

(3.10)

Force Fz ,5 due to lateral deflection of the radial beam:

Fz ,5  kr ,lateral ( zi , j  z0i , j )

(3.11)

Thus, the sum of forces in the z direction for one element i, j is:

Fz   Fz ,i k ,lateral ( zi , j 1  zi , j )  k z ,axial ( zi , j  zi 1, j  zref )
i

 k z ,axial ( zi 1, j  zi , j  zref )  k ,lateral ( zi , j 1  zi , j )

(3.12)

kr ,lateral ( zi , j  z0i , j )
III.


Forces in r direction:
Force Fr ,1 due to lateral deflection of beam 1:

Fr ,1  k ,lateral ( ri , j 1  ri , j )


Force Fr ,2 due to lateral deflection of beam 2:

Fr ,2  k z ,lateral ( ri 1, j  ri , j )


(3.13)

Force Fr ,3 due to lateral deflection of beam 3:

(3.14)
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Fr ,3  k z ,lateral ( ri 1, j  ri , j )


(3.15)

Force Fr ,4 due to lateral deflection of beam 4:

Fr ,4  k ,lateral ( ri , j 1  ri , j )


(3.16)

Force Fr ,5 due to radial deflection of the center element (this incorporates tire inflation
pressure and carcass stiffness:

Fr ,5  kr ,axial (rref  ri , j )

(3.17)

The resulting radial force is

Fr   Fr ,i k ,lateral (ri , j 1  ri , j )  k z ,lateral (ri 1, j  ri , j )
i

 k z ,lateral (ri 1, j  ri , j )  k ,lateral (ri , j 1  ri , j )

.

(3.18)

 kr ,axial (rref  ri , j )
By summing up the forces of all the elements that are part of the contact patch in  , r and

z direction, we can then obtain the overall forces (and moments) acting on the rim.

3.3 Model verification
The beam model is implemented into a simulation environment and verified using a self‐
written MATLAB 2D simulation engine called SimEngine2D, developed in Professor Dan Negrut’s
“ME451: Kinematics & Dynamics of Machine Systems” class at the University of Wisconsin‐Madison.
SimEngine2D features standardized data input (two data files to characterize the analysis and the
desired model) and uses a Newmark integrator to perform dynamics analysis. The advantage of this
simulation package is its versatile and highly customizable code, facilitating the implementation of
the tire model as a set of force elements as well as its attachment to the rigid body rim. However,
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since the software is limited to 2‐dimensions, only vertical and longitudinal motion of the wheel can
be examined.

3.3.1 Vertical motion of the wheel
The normal force is verified by “dropping” the tire (with 240 elements in 4 layers) to the
ground from a height of 0.35m (the unloaded tire radius being 0.305m). Since a flexible terrain
model hasn’t been implemented yet, the ground is assumed to be non‐deformable. However, the
respective elements could interact with the terrain as well.
We would expect the tire to deflect radially in the contact patch zone and thereby develop a
resulting vertical force that counteracts the gravitational inertia of the tire. Indeed, the tire
successively deforms as it hits the ground (cf. Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5) and a vertical force (the sum of
the forces at all of the elements, Fig. 3.6) pushes the wheel back up so that it starts bouncing up and
down continuously (Fig. 3.7).
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Fig. 3.4: Deflected tire and resulting normal forces due to contact with ground
(t = 0.125s ‐ 2D view)
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In Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, it can be observed that damping occurs (the amplitude decreases) –
however, this is due to numerical integration damping since the beam tire model itself doesn’t
include at this time any mechanical damping.

Fig. 3.5: Deflected tire and resulting normal forces due to contact with ground
(t = 0.125s ‐ 3D view of contact patch)
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Fig. 3.6: Resulting vertical Force developed in the tire contact patch
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Fig. 3.7
7: Vertical mo
ovement of th
he wheel hub center (integgration step size: 0.001s)

3.3.2 L
Longitudin
nal motion
n of the wheel
F
For longitud
dinal (and latteral) motion of the tire, friction bettween tire and ground in
n the
contact p
patch is neceessary in ord
der to deflecct the elements in circum
mferential (  ) or lateraal ( z )
direction
n and thus in
nduce longittudinal and llateral forcees, respectively. To modeel frictional contact
between
n the elemen
nts and ground in longitu
udinal direcction, a kinem
matic‐based friction model
related tto the one deescribed in [[17] is used (Fig. 3.8):
IIn the case of
o braking ( v  r ), the normalized
d longitudinaal slip z is deefined as

z

1   0
0

.

(3.19)
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F
Fig. 3.8: Kinem
matic‐based ffriction modeel [17]

F
For simplicitty, however,, instead we use the defiinition of slip as alreadyy defined in (1.2)
(
‐ this
yields

sb 

r
1
v

,

(3.20)

for brakiing ( v  r , v  0 ) and

sd  1 

v
r

,

(3.21)

for driving ( v  r ,   0 ).
T
To obtain the deflections (cf. Fig. 3.2
2 and  1   0 in Fig. 3.8) resulting frrom the relattive
motion b
between thee beam elements and gro
ound, the folllowing emp
pirical relatio
on is used:

 i , j   0  si , j    ,
i, j

(3.22)
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where  i , j is the actual angular coordinate (polar coordinate system) of the element (i , j ) ,  0i , j is
the reference angular coordinate of the undeformed element (free‐rolling tire), s is slip for braking
or driving,  is the kinematic friction coefficient between tire and ground, and  is a correction
factor.
Thus, the process of developing longitudinal forces in the tire contact patch is the following:
With the wheel spinning (for example by applying a torque to the wheel hub) or by pulling the tire,
relative motion between the tire and ground (i.e. slip) results, causing the beam elements in the
contact patch to deform in  direction as depicted in Fig. 3.8. This gives rise to a longitudinal
reaction force that can be calculated using the equations introduced in 3.2 and that eventually
contributes to the generalized forces applied to the wheel in SimEngine2D.
To verify this process, the following scenarios have been implemented in SimEngine2D:
A. Pulling the (non‐rotating) wheel over ground, the wheel should start turning;
B. Rotating the wheel hub, a longitudinal motion should result.

For each scenario, the following values are used:
kinematic friction (constant)   0.4

loaded tire radius

r  0.295m

correction factor

  0.25

radius of the rim

rrim  0.2m

unloaded tire radius

rref  0.305m

tire width

b  0.2m

The equivalent spring stiffnesses are as follows:
beams in  direction:
axial

k , axial  100 N

beams in r direction:

beams in z direction:

m

lateral k ,lateral  100 N

m

axial

k z , axial  100 N

m

lateral k z ,lateral  100 N

m

kr ,axial  5000 N

m

lateral kr ,lateral  100 N

m

axial
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IIn scenario A,
A the wheel (1080 elem
ments in 3 layyers) is pulleed horizontaally at a consstant
speed off v  0.5 m s . Through the mechanisms describ
bed above, the
t tire elem
ment deflectio
ons cause
the wheeel to start ro
otating (cf. Fig.
F 3.9):

Figg. 3.9: Scenario A: angular position,
p
velo
ocity and acceeleration of th
he wheel
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T
The angular velocity app
proaches an asymptotic maximum o
of   1.695 rad s , whicch

0.295  1.6955 rad s .
coincidees with the angular veloccity of a freee‐rolling wheeel:     v r  0.5 0
F
Figure 3.10 sshows the decrease of brake
b
slip as the wheel sttarts rotatin
ng and the
correspo
onding sum of longitudinal forces off all the elem
ments in the contact patcch. As slip ap
pproaches
zero, thee longitudinaal force also decreases and
a eventually becomes zero for thee free‐rollingg wheel.

Fig. 3.10: Slip and total lo
ongitudinal fo
orce

IIn scenario B,
B the wheel (with tire model
m
specifiications sim
milar to scenaario A) is initially at
standstilll and a rotaation (     0.4 rad s ) is applied
d to the wheeel hub. The ssimulation shows that
the rotattion is transformed to a longitudinaal motion by the tire elem
ments almosst instantaneeously
(Fig. 3.11):
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Fig. 3.11: Sceenario B: x veelocity and accceleration off the wheel ceenter

SSimilar to scenario A, the total longitudinal force F and theerefore the llongitudinal
acceleraation of the w
wheel decreaases as slip d
decreases (F
Fig. 3.12). Ass it can be seeen in the sliip and
velocity plots, traction is built up very quick
kly.
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time [s]
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Falpha [N]

slip

0
0.2

Fig. 3.12: Scenario B: Slip and total longitudinal force

3.4 Results and future work
The beam tire model’s functionality has been shown in the preceding chapter. However, this
rather simple model still needs validation – e.g. since the element deflections and therefore force
calculations are linear, this model might be restricted to small slip conditions, where the friction
coefficient and the longitudinal force are nearly linear functions of slip.
An off‐road implementation of the tire model furthermore requires an appropriate interface
between tire and flexible terrain to obtain the radial, circumferential and lateral deflections of the
beam elements. For off‐road use, factors such as sinkage also have to be considered, resulting in
higher rolling resistance. This of course depends on the terrain model used.
Also, since the simulation package used is purely 2D, porting the implementation of the tire
model to a 3D engine or commercial software such as MSC ADAMS can be considered.
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4 Summary
In this work, the focus has been on implementing two very different tire models for use in
multibody dynamics simulations. The semi‐empirical Pacejka Magic Formula tire model has shown
to be a very accurate approach on flat, rigid terrain but has some difficulties when it comes to highly
dynamic driving situations. Also, it is not suitable for off‐road applications that require interaction
with flexible terrain or undulated surfaces with short wavelengths.
For this reason, a second model has been introduced that uses beams to simulate the tire.
This discrete model has a physical background but is also subject to limitations that could be solved
by extending and fine‐tuning the model. This model certainly isn’t suitable for highly dynamic on‐
road applications but has been designed to simulate e.g. construction‐type vehicles moving over
flexible terrain such as soil, gravel or sand.
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A Appendix

A.1 Magic Formula equations and factors [3]
Parameters used

g

acceleration due to gravity

Vc

magnitude of the velocity of the wheel contact center C

Vcx , y

components of the velocity of the wheel contact center C

Vsx , y

components of slip velocity Vs (of point S) with Vs  Vcy

Vr

( Re   Vcx  Vsx ) forward speed of rolling

Vo

reference velocity (= gRo or other specified value)

Ro

unloaded tire radius ( ro )

Re

effective rolling radius ( re )



z

wheel speed of revolution
tire radial deflection (  0 if compression)

Fzo

nominal (rated) load (  0 )

F 'zo

adapted nominal load: F 'zo  Fzo Fzo

Other quantities

df z 

Fz  F 'zo
F 'zo

 *  tan( ) sgn(Vcx )  
 *  sin 
 

Vcy

| Vcx |

tangent of the slip angle (for very large slip angles)
spin due to camber angle

Vsx
| Vcx |

cos'( ) 

normalized change in vertical load

Vcx
Vcx

V 'c Vc   V

 i  1 (i  0,..,8)

longitudinal slip ratio
avoid singularities at Vc  0 by adding a small V  0.1
factors  i can be set equal to unity when turn slip may
be neglected (path radius R   ) and camber
remains small
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User scaling factors 
(default value of these factors is set equal to one if not used)
pure slip

Fzo

nominal (rated) load

 x , y

peak friction coefficient (less than one for low friction road surface)

V

with slip speed Vs decaying friction (default value is equal to zero!)

Kx

brake slip stiffness

Ky

cornering stiffness

Cx , y

shape factor

Ex , y

curvature factor

Hx , y horizontal shift
Vx , y

vertical shift

Ky

camber force stiffness

Kz

camber torque stiffness

t

pneumatic trail (effecting self‐aligning torque stiffness)

Mr

residual torque

 x , y 
*

 x , y
1  V

Vs
Vo

,  ' x , y 

A * x , y
1  ( A  1)* x , y

combined slip

x

 influence on Fx ( )

 y

 influence on Fy ( )

Vy

 induced ‘ply‐steer’ Fy

s

M z moment arm of Fx

other
radial tire stiffness
Cz
 ',  ',  ',  '

u, v

My

overturning couple stiffness

rolling resistance moment

(suggestion: A  10 )
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Fig. A.5.1: Positive direections of forcces
and momentts [3]

L
Longitudinall Force

Fxo  Dx sinn[C x arctan{Bx x  E x  Bx x  arctaan  Bx x  }]  SVx

(A.5.1)

 x  κ  SHx

(A.5.2)

Cx  pCx1 CCx ( 0)

(A.5.3)

Dx   x Fz  1 ( 0)

(A. 5.4)

 x   p Dx1  pDx 2 df z  * x

(A.5.5)

E x   pEx1  pEx 2 df z  pEx 3 df z2  1  pEx 4 sgn  x  λ Ex ( 1)

(A.5.6)

K x  Fz  pKKx 2  pK 2 df z  exp  pK 3 ddf z  Kx   Bx C x Dx at  x  0  (  C F  )

(A.5.7)

Bx  K x / (Cx Dx   x )

(A.5.8)

S Hx   pHx1  p Hx 2 df z  Hx

(A.5.9)

SVx  Fz  pVVx1  pVx 2 df z 

Vcx

 Vx  Vcx

Vx  ' x  1

(A.5.10)

L
Lateral Forcee (pure sidee slip)





Fyo  Dy sinn[Cy arctan{{By α y  Ey By α y  arctaan  By α y  }]]  SVy

(A.5.11)

α y  α*  SHHy

(A.5.12)

C y  pCy1 CCy (  0)

(A.5.13)
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Dy   y Fz  2

y 

p Dy1  p Dy2 df z
1  p Dy3 γ*2

(A.5.14)

λ*μy ( 0)

(A.5.15)





E y   pEy1  pEy 2 df z  1  pEy 5 *2   pEy 3  pEy 4 *2  sign  y  Ey

(A.5.16)




Fz
 / (1  pKy 3 *2 ) 3Ky
K y  pKy1 F ' zo sin  p Ky4 arctan 
*2
' 

  p Ky2  p Ky5 γ  F z0 


(A.5.17)

By 

K y

(A.5.18)

Cy Dy   y

S Hy   pHy1  pHy 2 df z  Hy

K


y 0

 *  SVy   0

K

y

 K 

  4 1

(A.5.19)

SVy  Fz  pVy 3  pVy 4 df z   *Ky  ' y  2

(A.5.20)

SVy  Fz  pVy1  pVy 2 df z  Vy  ' y  2  SVy

(A.5.21)

K y o  Fz  pKy 6  pKy 7 df z  Ky

(A.5.22)

Self‐aligning Torque (pure side slip)

M zo  M zo'  M zro

(A.5.23)

M 'zo  to Fyo

(A.5.24)

to  t ( t )  Dt cos[Ct arctan{Bt t  Et ( Bt t  arctan( Bt t ))}]cos'( )

(A.5.25)

 t   *  S Ht

(A.5.26)

S Ht  qHz1  qHz 2 df z  (qHz 3  qHz 4 df z ) *

(A.5.27)

M zro  M zr ( r )  Dr cos[Cr arctan( Br r )]

(A.5.28)

 r   *  S Hf (   f )

(A.5.29)

S Hf  S Hy 

SVy
K ' y

K ' y  K y   K

(A.5.30)
(A.5.31)
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Bt  ( qBz1  qBz 2 df z  qBz 3 df z2 )(1  qBz 5 |  * |  qBz 6 *2 )

Ky
(  0)
* y

Ct  qCz1 (  0)
Dto  Fz

(A.5.33)

Ro
(qDz1  qDz 2 df z )t sgn Vcx
F 'zo

(A.5.34)

Dt  Dto (1  qDz 3 |  * |  qDz 4 *2 ) 5

(A.5.35)

Et  (qEz1  qEz 2 df z  qEz 3df z2 ){1  (qEz 4  qEz 5 * )
Br  ( qBz 9

2



arctan( Bt Ct t )}( 1)

Ky
 qBz10 By C y ) 6 ( preferred : qBz 9  0)
* y

Cr   7

(A.5.36)
(A.5.37)
(A.5.38)

Dr  Fz Ro {(qDz 6  qDz 7 df z )Mr 2  (qDz 8  qDz 9 df z ) *Kz  0  ...
...  (qDz10  qDz11df z ) * |  * |  0 }cos'( )* y sgn Vcx   8  1

K z o  Dto K y , 0 (~

(A.5.32)

M zo
,  y    0)( CM  )
 y

K z o  Fz Ro (qDz 8  qDz 9 df z )Kz  Dto K y o ( ~

M zo
,  y    0)( CM  )


(A.5.39)

(A.5.40)

(A.5.41)

Longitudinal Force (combined slip)

Fx  Gx Fxo

(A.5.42)

Gx  cos[Cx arctan{Bx  s  Ex ( Bx  s  arctan( Bx  s ))} / Gx o

(A.5.43)

Gx o  cos[Cx arctan{Bx S Hxa  Ex ( Bx S Hxa  arctan( Bx S Hxa ))}]

(A.5.44)

 s   *  S Hx

(A.5.45)

Bx  ( rBx1  rBx 3 *2 ) cos[arctan( rBx 2 )]x ( 0)

(A.5.46)

Cx  rCx1

(A.5.47)

Ex  rEx1  rEx 2 df z

(A.5.48)

S Hx  rHx1

(A.5.49)
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Lateral Force (combined slip)

Fy  G y Fyo  SVy

(A.5.50)

G y  cos[C y arctan{By  s  E y ( By  s  arctan( By  s ))}] / G y o

(A.5.51)

G y o  cos[C y arctan{By S Hy  E y ( By S Hy  arctan( By S Hy ))}]

(A.5.52)

 s    S Hy

(A.5.53)

By  ( rBy1  rBy 4 *2 ) cos[arctan{rBy 2 ( *  rBy 3 )}] y

(A.5.54)

C y  rCy1

(A.5.55)

E y  rEy1  rEy 2 df z ( 1)

(A.5.56)

S Hy  rHy1  rHy 2 df z

(A.5.57)

SVy  DVy sin[ rVy 5 arctan( rVy 6 )]Vy

(A.5.58)

DVy   y Fz ( rVy1  rVy 2 df z  rVy 3 * ) cos[arctan( rVy 4 * )] 2

(A.5.59)

Normal Load

Fz  pz1

F 'z 0
 z Cz
R0

(A.5.60)

 z  max((r0  rl ) cos( )  rc (1  cos( )), 0)

(A.5.61)

( rl : loaded tire radius, rc : radius of circular tire contour (approx.))
Overturning Couple

M x  Fz Ro (qsx1  qsx 2 *  qsx 3

Fy
F 'zo

)Mx

(A.5.62)

Rolling Resistance Moment

M y   Fz Ro {qsy1 arctan

F
Vr
 qsy 2 x }My
Vo
F 'zo

(A.5.63)

Self‐aligning Torque (combined slip)

M z  M 'z  M zr  sFx

(A.5.64)
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M 'z  tF ' y

(A.5.65)

t  t ( t ,eq )  Dt cos[Ct arctan{Bt t ,eq  Et ( Bt t ,eq  arctan( Bt t ,eq ))}]cos'( )

(A.5.66)

F ' y  Fy  SVy

(A.5.67)

M zr  M zr ( r ,eq )  Dr cos[Cr arctan( Br r ,eq )]

(A.5.68)

s  Ro {ssz1  ssz 2

Fy
F 'zo

 ( ssz 3  ssz 4 df z ) *}s

(A.5.69)

 t ,eq   t2  (

K x 2 2
)  sgn( t )
K ' y

(A.5.70)

 r ,eq   r2  (

K x 2 2
)  sgn( r )
K ' y

(A.5.71)

Extension of the model for Turn Slip (if t is large, otherwise  i  1, i  1,...,8 )

 2  cos[arctan{By ( R0 | t |  pDy 4 R0 | t |)}]

(A.5.72)

By  pDy 1 (1  pDy 2 df z ) cos[arctan( pDy 3 tan  )]

(A.5.73)

 3  cos[arctan( pKy 1 R02t2 )]

(A.5.74)

S Hy  DHy sin[CHy arctan{BHy R0  EHy ( BHy R0  arctan( BHy R0 ))}]

(A.5.75)

S Hy  ( pHy1  pHy 2 df z )Hy  S Hy 

SVy
K ' y

(A..5.76)

SVy  Fz ( pVy 3  pVy 4 df z ) * 2 Ky  ' y

(A.5.77)

0  0

(A.5.78)

 4  1  S Hy 

SVy
K ' y

(A.5.79)

CHy  pHy 1

(A.5.80)

DHy  ( pHy 2  pHy 3 df z ) sgn(Vcx )

(A.5.81)

EHy  pHy 4

(A.5.82)

BHy 

K yR 0
CHy DHy ( K y 0   K )

(A.5.83)
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K yR 0 

K y 0

(A.5.84)

1  y

   p1 (1  p 2 df z )

(A.5.85)

 5  cos[arctan( qDt 1 R0t )]

(A.5.86)

 8  1  Dr

(A.5.87)

Dr  DDr sin[CDr arctan{BDr Ro  EDr ( BDr Ro  arctan( BDr Ro ))}]

(A.5.88)

M z

DDr 

(A.5.89)

sin(0.5 CDr )

M z  qCr1 y R0 Fz

Fz
M 
F 'z 0

(A.5.90)

C Dr  qDr 1

(A.5.91)

EDr  qDr 2

(A.5.92)

BDr 

K z r 0
(CDr DDr   r )(1    )

(A.5.93)

K z r 0  Fz R0 ( qDz 8  qDz 9 df z )Kz

(A.5.94)

K z 0  K z r 0  Dt 0 K y 0

(A.5.95)

K zR 0 

K z 0

(A.5.96)

1 

 6  cos[arctan(qBr1 R0 )]
M z 90  M z

7 

2



2



arccos[

arctan(qCr 2 R0 | t |)Gy ( )
M z 90

| Dr |  r

]

(A.5.97)
(A.5.98)
(A.5.99)

 1  cos[arctan( Bx R0 )]

(A.5.100)

Bx  pDx 1 (1  pDx 2 df z ) cos[arctan( pDx 3 )]

(A.5.101)
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A.2 .tire property file used in the Magic Formula implementations
%==========================================================================
% Magic Formula parameters
% Tire: 205/60R15 91V, 2.2bar (Pacejka, 2006)
% Comments:
%==========================================================================
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% general parameters
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% free unloaded tire radius
R_0
= 0.313
% effective rolling radius (R_e = V_x / Omega_0)
R_e
= 0.305
% radius of the circular tire contour
R_c
= 0.15
% nominal (rated) load
F_z0
= 4000
% reference velocity
V_0
= 16.67
% tire stiffnesses
C_Fx
= 435000
C_Fy
= 166500

% (taken from ADAMS file)
% (taken from ADAMS file)

%==========================================================================
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% user scaling factors / default values
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% pure slip
lambda_Fz0
= 1.0
% 1.0 nominal (rated) load
lambda_mux
= 1.0
% 1.0 peak friction coefficient (x)
lambda_muy
= 1.0
% 1.0 peak friction coefficient (y)
lambda_muV
= 0.0
% 0.0 with slip speed decaying friction
lambda_KxKap
= 1.0
% 1.0 brake slip stiffness
lambda_KyAlp
= 1.0
% 1.0 cornering stiffness
lambda_Cx
= 1.0
% 1.0 shape factor (x)
lambda_Cy
= 1.0
% 1.0 shape factor (y)
lambda_Ex
= 1.0
% 1.0 curvature factor (x)
lambda_Ey
= 1.0
% 1.0 curvature factor (y)
lambda_Hx
= 0.0
% 1.0 horizontal shift (x)
lambda_Hy
= 0.0
% 1.0 horizontal shift (y)
lambda_Vx
= 0.0
% 1.0 vertical shift (x)
lambda_Vy
= 0.0
% 1.0 vertical shift (y)
lambda_KyGam
= 1.0
% 1.0 camber force stiffness
lambda_KzGam
= 1.0
% 1.0 camber torque stiffness
lambda_t
= 1.0
% 1.0 pneumatic trail
lambda_Mr
= 1.0
% 1.0 residual torque
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% combined slip
lambda_xAlp
lambda_yKap
lambda_VyKap
lambda_s

=
=
=
=

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

% other
lambda_Cz
lambda_Mx
lambda_My
lambda_MPhi

=
=
=
=

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

%
%
%
%

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

alpha influence on F_x(kappa)
kappa influence on F_y(alpha)
kappa induces ply-steer F_y
M_z moment arm of F_x

%==========================================================================
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for longitudinal force at pure longitudinal slip
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% shape factor
p_Cx1
= 1.685
% peak value
p_Dx1
= 1.210
p_Dx2
= -0.037
% curvature factors
p_Ex1
= 0.344
p_Ex2
= 0.095
p_Ex3
= -0.020
p_Ex4
= 0
% horizontal shift
p_Hx1
= -0.002
p_Hx2
= 0.002
% slip stiffness
p_Kx1
= 21.51
p_Kx2
= -0.163
p_Kx3
= 0.245
% vertical shift
p_Vx1
= 0
p_Vx2
= 0
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for overturning couple
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------q_sx1
= 0
q_sx2
= 0
q_sx3
= 0
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for longitudinal force at combined slip
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% stiffness factors
r_Bx1
= 12.35
r_Bx2
= -10.77
r_Bx3
= 0
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% shape factor
r_Cx1
= 1.092
% curvature factors
r_Ex1
= 1.644;
r_Ex2
= -0.0064359;
% horizontal shift
r_Hx1
= 0.007
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for lateral force at pure side slip
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% shape factor
p_Cy1
= 1.193
% peak values
p_Dy1
= -0.990
p_Dy2
= 0.145
p_Dy3
= -11.23
% curvature
p_Ey1
p_Ey2
p_Ey3
p_Ey4
p_Ey5

factors
= -1.003
= -0.537
= -0.083
= -4.787
= 0

% slip stiffness
p_Ky1
= -14.95
p_Ky2
= 2.130
p_Ky3
= -0.028
p_Ky4
= 2
p_Ky5
= 0
p_Ky6
= -0.92
p_Ky7
= -0.24
% horizontal shift
p_Hy1
= 0.009
p_Hy2
= -0.001
p_Hy3
= 0
% vertical shift
p_Vy1
= 0.045
p_Vy2
= -0.024
p_Vy3
= -0.532
p_Vy4
= 0.039
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for lateral force at combined slip
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% stiffness factors
r_By1
= 6.461
r_By2
= 4.196
r_By3
= -0.015
r_By4
= 0
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% shape factor
r_Cy1
= 1.081
% curvature factors
r_Ey1
= 0
r_Ey2
= 0

% (taken from ADAMS file)
% (taken from ADAMS file)

% horizontal shift
r_Hy1
= 0.009
r_Hy2
= 0

% (taken from ADAMS file)

% vertical shift
r_Vy1
= 0.053
r_Vy2
= -0.073
r_Vy3
= 0.517
r_Vy4
= 35.44
r_Vy5
= 1.9
r_Vy6
= -10.71
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for self-aligning moment at pure side slip
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% stiffness factors
q_Bz1
= 8.964
q_Bz2
= -1.106
q_Bz3
= -0.842
q_Bz5
= -0.227
q_Bz6
= 0
q_Bz9
= 18.47
q_Bz10
= 0
% shape factor
q_Cz1
= 1.180
% peak values
q_Dz1
= 0.100
q_Dz2
= -0.001
q_Dz3
= 0.007
q_Dz4
= 13.05
q_Dz6
= -0.008
q_Dz7
= 0.000
q_Dz8
= -0.296
q_Dz9
= -0.009
q_Dz10
= 0
q_Dz11
= 0
% curvature factors
q_Ez1
= -1.609
q_Ez2
= -0.359
q_Ez3
= 0
q_Ez4
= 0.174
q_Ez5
= -0.896
% horizontal
q_Hz1
q_Hz2
q_Hz3
q_Hz4

shift
= 0.007
= -0.002
= 0.147
= 0.004
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%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for self-aligning moment at combined slip
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------s_sz1
= 0.043
s_sz2
= 0.001
s_sz3
= 0.731
s_sz4
= -0.238
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for normal load
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------p_z1
= 15.0
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for turn slip
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------p_DxPhi1
= 0.4
% (taken from ADAMS file)
p_DxPhi2
= 0
% (taken from ADAMS file)
p_DxPhi3
= 0
% (taken from ADAMS file)
p_DyPhi1
p_DyPhi2
p_DyPhi3
p_DyPhi4

=
=
=
=

0.4
0
0
0

%
%
%
%

(taken
(taken
(taken
(taken

from
from
from
from

ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS

file)
file)
file)
file)

p_epsGamPhi1 = 0.7
p_epsGamPhi2 = 0

% (taken from ADAMS file)
% (taken from ADAMS file)

p_HyPhi1
p_HyPhi2
p_HyPhi3
p_HyPhi4

=
=
=
=

%
%
%
%

p_KyPhi1
%
q_BrPhi1

= 1

% (taken from ADAMS file)

= 0.1

% (taken from ADAMS file)

q_CrPhi1
q_CrPhi2

= 0.2
= 0.1

% (taken from ADAMS file)
% (taken from ADAMS file)

q_DrPhi1
q_DrPhi2

= 1.0
= -1.5

% (taken from ADAMS file)
% (taken from ADAMS file)

q_DtPhi1

= 10.0

% (taken from ADAMS file)

1.0
0.15
0
-4.0

(taken
(taken
(taken
(taken

from
from
from
from

ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS
ADAMS

file)
file)
file)
file)

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------% parameters for rolling resistance moment
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------q_sy1
= 0.01
% (taken from ADAMS file)
q_sy2
= 0
% (taken from ADAMS file)
%==========================================================================

